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Questions by The Divinyls Code with duplicate relief by Billy Beyer 

1. In the original series, broadcast from 1979 to 1982, Guy Fleegman appeared in only one episode, but in a second 
incarnation of the show, he returned as Security Chief "Roc" Ingersol. The central cast from the original show included: 
Fred Kwan as Technical Sergeant Chen, Gwen DeMarco as Lieutenant Tawny Madison and former Shakespearean actor 
Alexander Dane as Dr. Lazarus. FTP, identify this show which told of the adventures of the NSEA Protector, starring 
Jason Nesmith as Captain Peter Quincy Taggart, portrayed on film by Tim Allen. 

Answer: Galaxy Quest 

2. This character claims to "like the police a lot" and often works in partnership with his brother Dino. A 
restaurateur, he manages a chain of Mediterranean eateries, La Gondola, as well as a high-class nightclub for the gentry at 
Biggleswade, which is not a "cheap clip joint for picking up tarts". Also the operator of an escort agency, he gained 
perhaps his greatest notoriety as the manager for the "very talented" athlete Ron Obvious of Neap's End. FTP, name this 
Anglo-Italian entrepreneur portrayed by Michael Palin in several episodes of Monty Python's Flying Circus. 

Answer: Mr. Luigi Vercotti 

3. BJ Thomas mentions its otherwise non-de script Amtrak depot in Most of All, and there are no signs of any wheat 
fields as described by Lobo in Me and You and a Dog Named Boo. Also referenced by Dan Fogelberg in Leader of the 
Band, this city's frequent appearance in popular music is probably less due to any cultural relevance than to its rhyme
ability. FTP, name this city whose larger Twin is much better known for its music, the capital of the "State of Hockey". 

Answer: St. Paul 

4. They must have been nutritious, as their inventor passed away last week at age 100. First utilized in 1942, they 
were declared obsolete by 1948. Consisting of a variety of food and beverage items, as well as four cigarettes, they were 
originally designed to be used by paratroopers and other mobile units. FTP, identify this WWII era meal-in-a-box, whose 
designation may have been derived from the name of their inventor, Dr. Ancel Keys. 

Answer: K-rations 

5. In 1931, the Page-McIntyre playoff system, including the top four teams from the regular season, was introduced 
to this league. In 1972, a fifth playoffteam was added and the system became known as the McIntyre final five. In 1991, 
following a league expansion and name change, a sixth team was added. After several more changes, the system now 
incorporates eight teams, including the recently-dethroned three-time champion Brisbane [BRIZZ-bun, not brizz-BANE] 
Lions. FTP, identify this 16-team league formerly known as the Victoria Football League. 

Answer: Australian Football League (prompt on AFL; accept Victoria ,Eootba1l1eague before "in 
1991"; accept Australian Rules Football or footy prior to "this league") 

6. Originally described as 4 feet 9 inches tall and weighing 95 pounds, she was first voiced by Nicole Jaffe, from 
whom she acquired both her sarcastic wit and her extreme myopia. Her penchant for wearing mini-skirts with knee-socks, 
Mary Janes, and cowl-neck sweaters, has been consistent throughout for this friend of Norville Rogers, Fred Jones and 
Daphne Blake. FTP, name this cartoon character portrayed by Linda Cardellini in live action movies in 2002 and 2004. 

Answer: Velma DinkIey (accept either) 

7. There's Mary who got pregnant from a kid named Tom, a friend named Max who liked to get shit faced and hang 
with the thugs, and we've all seen the man at the liquor store beggin' for your change. These people are found in this song 
by the artist, also known as Eric Schrody, who sings, "I licked the silver spoon, drank from the golden cup smoked the 
finest green." FTP name this song from Whitey Ford Sings the Blues, by Everlast. 

Answer: What It's Like 

8. The first wide-release coin-op video game to be designed by a woman, it was released by Atari in 1980. The 
object of the game is to destroy the title creature, as well as several other enemies which will crop up. A hit on the title 
creature will cause it to break into pieces. Scorpions, fleas and spiders also appear on the game board, which is dominated 
by an array of mushrooms which the player may also shoot. FTP, identify this classic video game, precursor to its popular 
sequel Millipede. 

Answer: Centipede 



9. Said to have given Neil Young the inspiration for the title of his 1970 album After the Gold Rush, this actor is the 
son of the man who provided the voice of Prince Charming in Disney's 1937 film Snow White and the Seven Dwarves. 
Other thespians in the family include his brother, who had the title role in the 1966 version of Beau Geste, and his son, 
who played Cougar in 1986's Top Gun. Recently seen in 2004's Manchurian Candidate, FfP, identify this actor 
nominated for an Oscar for his turn as Tony "The Tiger" Russo in Jonathan Demme's Married to the Mob, but still more 
familiar to most of us as Al on Quantum Leap. 

Answer: Dean Stockwell 

10. Its namesake was born around 1801 and lived in the Australian town of Eastwood, where an annual festival 
celebrating it is held. Thought by some to be a cross between Malus sylvestris and Malus domestica, it made its way to 
American markets by the 1970s. Known for its crisp flesh and tart flavor, it is widely used in pies and other recipes. FfP, 
name this light green variety of apple. 

Answer: Granny Smith 

11. He assumed the name "Bill Door" when attempting to pass himself off as a mortal. His granddaughter, Susan Sto 
Helit, has inherited some of his powers despite the fact that they are not genetically related. Others in his life include 
adopted daughter Ysabel, manservant Albert, horse Binky and erstwhile apprentice Mort. Frequently accompanied by a 
miniature, rodental version of himself, FfP identify this anthropomorphic representation required by tradition to be 
personally present whenever a Discworld wizard expires. 

Answer: Death 

12. This city's ftrst entrant in the top league was not successful, sending only two different players to the All-Star 
Game in a 5-season stint from 1974 to 1979. In 1994, they nearly returned to the league, but the move ofthe Minnesota 
franchise was blocked. In 2002, the NBA finally returned to this city with the move of the Hornets from Charlotte. FfP, 
identify this city, nicknamed 'The Big Easy'. 

Answer: New Orleans 

13. In November of 2004, Winter Mocha Mint and Warm Winter Toffee were announced with the tag-line "Winter is 
coming and so are our new Winter blends," by the brand that previously released such special flavors as "Bayou Blast," 
"Kauai Kolada," and "Margarita Mixer." No, these aren't drinks, but they may be habit-forming. FTP, identify the R.J. 
Reynolds brand whose "Exotic Blends" have "Pleasure to Burn." 

Answer: Camel cigarettes 

14. Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas is built on "West Coast mystique" but its predecessors, "Grand Theft Auto 3" and 
"Vice City," owe much to a 1983 movie. GTA 3 features 5 songs from the movie's soundtrack, while actor Robert Loggia 
portrays characters in both. The settings of Vice City are often directly taken from scenes in the movie, including a bloody 
bathroom used for a chainsaw killing. FTP, "say hello to my little friend," and identify this Brian De Palma film. 

Answer: Scarface 

15. In addition to the eponymous Darby, Henry Stanley suggested the name for another horse race. In 1780, the ftrst 
flat track fillies-only race was run at Epsom. That race, named in honor of the country estate leased by the Earl, has come 
to signify fillies-only races held the day before many Derbys around the world, including the one at Churchill Downs, 
won in 2004 by Ashado. FfP, give the arboreal name of the estate rented by the Earl and you've named the race. 

Answer: The Oaks 

16. Side projects for this musician include co-writing "Put 'Em Under Pressure," the theme for the Irish National 
Football Team's 1990 bid for the World Cup. With a bandmate, he reworked Lalo Schiffrin's theme to Mission 
Impossible for the 1996 movie, and earlier, he and that same bandmate formed one half of "Automatic Baby" to perform 
for MTV' s 1993 Inaugural Ball for President Bill Clinton, along with Mike Mills and Michael Stipe of REM. A huge 
Elvis fan, who named his frrstchild Aaron Elvis, this drummer is well-known for his love of Harley Davidson 
motorcycles; he logged over 10,000 illiles traveling from venue to venue for the Zoo TV tour alone. FfP, name him. 

Answer: Larry Mullen, Jr. 

17. In this work, children from St. Norbert's Home for Wayward Boys are shipped off to be servants to the cruel 
King of Rundoon. Along the way, the headmaster's mysterious daughter Molly Aster reveals to one of the boys, Peter, the 



" . secrets of a precious powder located in a chest onboard. The pirate Black Stache and his gang, including Smee, are after 
"the chest and its magical contents, leading to many adventures. Authored by Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson, FfP, name 
this 2004 prequel to James M. Barrie's most famous work. 

Answer: Peter and the Starcatchers 

18. Gameplay is similar to rummy, with each player drawing and discarding one card per turn. The object of the game 
is to match the player's six-card hand to the titular object drawn at the beginning of the game. Cards feature one of 21 
main characters, or are "wild cards" featuring minor characters like Mayor Quimby or Disco Stu. With a name similar to 
something you might take with your teammates after the tournament, FfP what is this "card game that brings The 
Simpsons ™ together"? 

Answer: The Simpsons ™ Group Photo 

19. Drafted 8th overall in 1990, this player played for his original club for two seasons before the team moved in 1992. 
A native of Sterling Heights, Michigan, he was with North Bay of the OHL when drafted. A hard-hitting defenseman, his 
career high for points in an NHL season is 31. Early in his career, he was best known for being the younger brother of 
Kevin, who was later his teammate in Dallas. FfP, name this erstwhile Stars captain who played the 2002-03 season 
wearing jersey #2 for the Detroit Red Wings. 

Answer: Derian Hatcher 

20. Founded in 1935 by Samuel Blanc of Des Moines, Iowa, this company claims to serve approximately 90% of the 
US population and 55% of the Canadian population. The original machine utilized a 116 HP May tag washing machine 
motor, roller skate wheels and 3/8" cable, as well as a combination of special blades or "knives" to cut tree roots. The 
company was sold in 1980 to Cincinnati-based Chemed Corporation, was briefly spun off and is now again a wholly
owned subsidiary. FfP, identify this "largest provider of plumbing and drain cleaning services in North America". 

Answer: Roto-Rooter 

21. First concocted in the 1700's, it was developed as a sweet, red apertif, made by infusing wine with various herbs, 
etc., with each maker's special recipe a closely guarded secret. Though it's name is from the German for a flavoring agent 
of absinthe, it is neither German, nor does it contain extracts of that psychoactive plant. These days the drink comes in 
numerous forms and is used primarily as a mixer, sold by such makers as Dubonnet and Cinzano. Famous drinker and 
prime minister Winston Churchill didn't use it, but when pouring his gin, would nod toward France in honor of, FfP, what 
potent potable? 

Answer: Vermouth 

22. This chain, the nationwide sponsor of a sporting event, consists of only three locations, with a fourth under 
construction. The newest site is the Texan, located on Lake Grapevine. The Palms, near Kissimmee Florida, is set in the 
style and grandeur of a turn-of-the-century Florida mansion. The flagship property is the world-famous Opryland. FfP, 
identify this hotel chain, title sponsor of college football's Music City Bowl. 

Answer: Gaylord Hotels 

23. After competing in the Formula Opel Euroseries and Italian Formula 3 competition, he came to the US in 1996 
and joined the Indy Lights series. Following two strong seasons there, he jumped to CART and was Rookie of the Year 
for 1998 racing for Tasman Motorsports. In 2000 he joined Mo Nunn Racing for two non-de script seasons in the #55 car. 
He jumped series again in 2003, finishing that year in 4th place. FfP name this Brazilian, the 2004 Indy Racing League 
champion. 

Answer: Tony Kanaan 
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1. To honor the passing last year of the late, great Warren Zevon, we ask the following about that classic 
combination: pop music and lycanthropy. Answer these questions FTPE: 
(10) This song, Zevon's biggest hit, describes the activities of certain supernatural creatures in a certain European capital. 

Answer: Werewolves of London 
(10) The title of this Guess Who hit does not refer to a venereal disease that affects werewolves. Rather, the song is an 
homage to a certain disc jockey. 

Answer: Clap For The Wolfman 
(10) This band, which you might have thought of as a one-hit wonder, had a minor hit with a song simply titled Werewolf. 
Their major hit has nothing to do with lycanthropy, but does contain the phrase "long-haired freaky people". Do this, 
don't do that, can't you name them FTP. 

Answer: Five Man Electrical Band 

2. The 1993 Major League Baseball postseason generated a series of interesting anticlimaxes. Answer these 
questions about them, for the stated number of points. 
(5/5) Two NL West clubs, in their final season as division rivals, played out baseball's last great pre-wildcard-era pennant 
race, each winning over 100 games and taking the season down to its final day. Name both for 5 points each. 

Answer: Atlanta Braves; San Francisco Giants (accept either city name or team name) 
(10) It turned out not to matter who won the NL West that year. As was pointed out as the season came down to the wire, 
this team, which had breezed to the NL East title, was always going to win the pennant anyway. Name themFTP. 

Answer: Philadelphia Phillies (again, accept either) 
(5/5) The World Series turned out to be one of the wilder ones in recent memory. The Phillies scratched and clawed their 
way back into it and looked like they were about to force a deciding Game 7. Then their control-impaired closer gave up a 
famous home run, which decided Game 6 and the Series. Name both that pitcher and the home-run-hitting hero F5PE. 

Answer: Mitch "Wild Thing" Williams (pitcher); Joe Carter (batter) 

3. Pussy Galore, Plenty O'Toole, Dr. Holly Goodhead, yeah yeah yeah. Given these less-scandalously-named Bond 
Girls, identify the actress who portrayed each FTP. If you need the name of the flick, you get five. 
a. (10) Solitaire 

(5) Live and Let Die 
Answer: Jane Seymour 

b. (10) Dr. Christmas Jones 
(5) The World is Not Enough 
Answer: Denise Richards 

c. (10) Stacey Sutton 
(5) A View to a Kill 
Answer: Tanya Roberts 

4. The BBC commissioned a poll asking viewers to rank their favorite sitcoms of all time. Identify these programs 
ranked in the top ten British comedies, FTPE. 
(10) Coming in at #9 was this late-70's show starring Richard Briers and Felicity Kendall as the titular couple who 

forsake the corporate rat race and adopt a self-sufficient lifestyle. Hilarity ensues as their stuffy neighbors Margot and 
Jerry deal with pigs and chickens in what they thought was ritzy suburbia. The show was parodied in an episode of The 
Young Ones. 

Answer: The Good Life (also accept Good Neighbors) 
(10) Ranked #5 was another 70's classic. John Cleese stars as the henpecked owner of the titular hotel. Hilarity ensues as 
he deals with loutish guests, wife Sybil, and incompetent waiter Manuel. 

Answer: Fawlty Towers 
(10) The show ranked #2 is actually four separate series plus a few specials. As successive incarnations of the same 
character, Rowan Atkinson plays a Prince of the realm, an Elizabethan courtier, the butler to the future George IV, and a 
WWI infantry officer. 

Answer: Blackadder 
(Note: #1 on the list was Only Fools and Horses, not widely seen in the US. The Young Ones, mentioned above, was #31) 



( '5. For ten points each - given finishing moves, name these characters from the original Mortal Kombat. 
(10) He pulls out your still beating heart 

Answer: Kano 
(10) He pulls off your head with the spine still attached. 

Answer: Sub-Zero 
(10) This female character uses an incinerating fireball. 

Answer: Sonya 

6. Identify these musicians from a description of their cameos in the movie Hollywood Homicide FTPE, or from a 
further clue for five. 
a. (10) She gave a strong performance as the mother of the chief witness, a young rap artist. 

(5) As leader of the Pips, she scored major hits with I Heard It Through the Grapevine and Midnight Train to Georgia. 
Answer: Gladys Knight 

b. (10) He made a brief appearance near the end ofthe film as a taxi driver who ends up involved in a chase scene. 
(5) As leader of the Miracles, he wrote and sang on such classics as Shop Around and Tears of a Clown. 

Answer: (William) "Smokey" Robinson 
c. (10) This Brit appeared as a harried victim of a vice squad sting. "I've never had to pay for sex -I've had four BAFTA 
nominations!", he exclaimed. 

(5) Better known as an actor and writer, he did write and perform the theme song to the sitcom One Foot in the Grave. 
He's also released an album on which he "sings" Monty Python, having written and performed many of the songs used in 
their shows and films. 

Answer: Eric Idle 
(Note: if some wiseacre asks, One Foot in the Grave was ranked #10) 

7. Back in the day, multi-purpose stadia were all the rage. In fact, in the late 70s over half of the NFL's home venues 
were shared by a major league baseball team. Times have changed. FTSNOP: 
(5/5) Name two of the only three stadia currently home to both an NFL team and a major league club, for five points each. 

Answer: Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome 
Pro Player Stadium (accept Joe Robbie Stadium from purists) 
Network Associates Coliseum (or Oakland Coliseum or Alameda County Coliseum) 
(5/5) Now name any two of the 7 current big-league parks that have previously been home to an NFL franchise, but are 
baseball-only today, for five points each. 

Answer: Busch Stadium (Cardinals) 
Wrigley Field (Bears) 
"Emesto" Shea Stadium (Jets and Giants) 
Angel Stadium (or Edison International Field or the Big A or Anaheim Stadium) (Rams) 
Yankee Stadium (Giants) 
Fenway Park (Redskins, Yanks, and Patriots) 
RFK Stadium (Redskins) (yes, I know the Expos haven't moved there yet) 

(5/5) For a final five points each, name the only two stadia that are NFL-only today, but were once shared with a major 
league club. 

Answer: Monster Park (or 3Com Park or Candlestick Park or The Stick) 
Oualcomm Stadium (or San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium or The Murph or The Q) 

8. Identify these tourist "attractions" that can be found in the whole state of Iowa, FTPE: 
(10) A museum in Clarinda commemorates the 1904 birth of this celebrated bandleader. He's not buried there, for 

obvious reasons. 
Answer: Glenn Miller 

(10) LeMars is home to Wells' Dairy, which claims to be the world capital of this product. 
Answer: Ice Cream 

(10) Two answers required: A museum and library in Cedar Rapids honors these two nationalities. Actually, when the 
museum was founded in 1974, they were just one nationality. 

Answer: Czech and Slovakian 



9. Identify these singles on which the credited artist was someone other than the lead singer, FfPE. \, 
a. Mickey Thomas, later of Starship infamy, sang lead on this, blues guitarist Elvin Bishop's only major pop hit 

Answer: Fooled Around and Fell In Love 
b. Bill Withers provided the vocal for the late jazz saxophonist Grover Washington Jr. on this smash hit. It was later 
ruined by Will Smith and Dr. Evil 

Answer: .lust the Two of Us 
c. Legendary producer Sergio Mendes created a hit with this composition by the legendary Barry Mann and Cynthia Weil. 
Less-than-Iegendary Joe Pizzulo and Leza Miller supplied the voices. 

Answer: Never Gonna Let You Go 

10. So you think the muscle car era was the mid 1960's to the early 1970's? Think again. When the much anticipated 
2005 Corvette Z06 hits streets, it's expected to pack a whopping 500 horsepower. According to Motor Trend magazine's 
list of the brawniest, that won't even crack the top 10. FTPE, identify: 
(10) The 2004 Continental GT, from this luxury car brand boast 552 horses and a top speed of 190+mph, courtesy of 

Volkswagen's new W-12 engine. 
Answer: Bentley 

(10) The marquee model for this company, famous for its modified Ford Mustangs, is the S-7, the 2004 version of which 
is said to go from 0-60 in an incredible 2.9 seconds, with the help of a 7 liter, 575 hp engine. 

Answer: Saleen 
(10) Not to be topped, Mercedes-Benz offers three of its 2004 models with an obscene 600+ horsepower, led by the SLR 
McLaren's 617. What 3-letter abbreviation designates that automotive group which turns standard sedans into monsters? 

Answer: AMG 

11. Few Trash players would have trouble identifying Eli Manning as the player selected first in the 2004 NFL draft, 
but how about 1994, 1984 or 1974? FfPE, identify these first overall picks of their respective NFL drafts from year, 
school and position. If you require additional info, you will earn only 5 points. 
a. (10) 1994, Defensive Tackle, The Ohio State University 
(5) Chosen by Cincinnati, he hasn't had a stellar career, playing 4 years with the Bengals, then moving on to the Redskins 
and then to the Detroit Lions. 

Answer: Dan "Big Daddy" Wilkinson 
b. (10) 1984, Wide Receiver, Nebraska 
(5) Picked by the Patriots, he was a 5-time Pro-Bowl Selection, with New England, Miami and Philadelphia, finishing 
his career with the Redskins 

Answer: Irving Fryar 
c. (10) 1974, Defensive End, Tennessee State 
(5) No non-Division I player has been selected number one over-all since the Cowboys picked this man, who in 1979 took 
a sabbatical from the NFL to try his hand at professional boxing. 

Answer: Ed "Too Tall" Jones 

12. Lorenzo and Nikolas Brino portray Sam and David, the youngest members of the Camden family on TV's 
"Seventh Heaven". FfPE, given the show's title and the actors who play or played them, give the first name of the 
character who is the youngest sibling of the TV families in these shows. 
a. (10) "Full House" - Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen 

Answer: Michelle Tanner 
b. (10) "Complete Savages" - Jason Dolley 

Answer: T.J. Savage 
c. (10) "Malcolm in the Middle" - Erik Per Sullivan 

Answer: Dewey Wilkerson 

13. For ten points each -- name these clues concerning the game baccarat. 
(10) The object of baccarat is to have cards that equal this number. 

Answer: nine 
(10) A player has three eights in their hand. In baccarat, this is the value of that hand. 

Answer: four 
(10) The game baccarat was introduced into France from Italy during the reign of this king. 

Answer: Charles VIII 



,; , 14. You're either in or you're out. FfSNOP, answer these questions about Danny Ocean and the boys, from the 1960 
original and from the 2001 remake. 
a. (15) In 2001's "Ocean's Eleven," The Bellagio, MGM Grand and the Mirage were the targets. For 5 points each, 
name any three of the five casinos robbed in the 1960 version. 

Answer: The Sahara, The Riviera, The Flamingo, The Desert Inn or The Sands 
b. (10) In 2001, the take is set on a "fight night" featuring two real-life heavyweight boxers in cameo appearances. 
For 5 points each, name these non-US fighters. 

Answer: Lennox Lewis and Vladimir (or Wladimir) Klitschko 
c. (5) Uncredited cameos abound in Soderbergh's version, including Topher Grace, Joshua Jackson and Ashton 
Kutcher being schooled at poker, along with for 5 points, what actress, Piper on WB's "Charmed"? 

Answer: Holly Marie Combs 

15. Answer the following questions about a series of books by Orson Scott Card that has nothing to do with Ender 
Wiggin, FTPE. 
(10) Set in an alternate-earth frontier America, identify this series which centers around the life and adventures of a 

young man with supernatural powers due to an accident of birth 
Answer: The Tales of Alvin Maker (accept 'Tales of Alvin', the 'Alvin Maker books', etc. Also accept 

Hatrack River) 
(10) Also the title of the first book in the series and a song by Johnny Rivers, this phrase describes the nature of Alvin's 
birth 

Answer: He's the Seventh Son of a Seventh Son (they only need to say it once) 
(10) Published in 2003, this most recent book in the series is named for the mystical location that Alvin's visions have 

told him to create 
Answer: The Crystal City 

16. Identify each of these romantic films from year and tagline, as presented on IMDB.com, and earn ten points; if 
you need a hint, you'll only earn 5 points. 
a. (10) (1993) "A romance on the verge of reality." 
(5) Mentally ill Juniper Pearl, falls for Sam, who has trouble communicating except as Buster Keaton or Charlie Chaplin. 

Answer: "Benny and .loon" 
b. (10) (1945) "Gable's back and Garson's got him." 
(5) Clark Gable's return from WWII was marked with this film, in which a womanizing merchant marine falls for a 
straitlaced librarian. 

Answer: "Adventure" 
c. (10) (2004) "Behind every great love is a great story." 
(5) An old man in a nursing home reads aloud the story of Allie Hamilton and Noah Calhoun. 

Answer: "The Notebook" 

17. Keeping up with the royals? Sorry sports fans, we mean the tabloid fodder of the aristocracy, not the Kansas City 
ball club. FfP apiece: 
a. (10) Once second in line to this country's throne, Prince Johan Friso was disqualified from the kingship by his 
2004 marriage to Mabel Wisse Smit, because of her former relationship with a known gangster. 

Answer: The Netherlands (accept Holland, I suppose) 
b. (10) Two royal weddings for this country in 2004 were Princess Haya's marriage to Crown Prince Mohammed of 
Dubai, and Prince Ali's marriage former CNN correspondent Rym Brahimi. 

Answer: .lordan 
c. (10) In May of 2004 Crown Prince Frederick of this country married the Tasmanian-born beauty, Mary Elizabeth 
Donaldson. 

Answer: Denmark 

---------~-~-~-.---~---~~---~-~----~ 



18. While conferences like the Big 10 and Pac 10 typically maintain the same member schools for football and 
basketball, other conferences can vary dramatically. For the stated number of points, answer the following regarding these 
conferences, based on their make up as of November of 2004. 
a. (10) Between the two sports, the Atlantic 10 boasts a total of 20 different member schools. For five points each, 
name the only 3 schools play both sports as A-lO schools. 

Answers: University of Massachussetts, University of Rhode Island and Richmond 
b. (10) The Mid America Conference has 13 members for basketball, but adds, FTP, what Florida school for 
football? . 

Answer: University of Central Elorida 
c. (10) For an additional five points, in what conference, which includes Georgia State, Stetson and Troy, does 
Central Florida play its basketball games? 

Answer: Atlantic Sun 

19. In 40+ years in the business, from Jimmy Powell and the Five Dimension, to The Faces, to his solo career, Rod 
Stewart has remade himself many times over, most recently in the image of a Las Vegas crooner, with his three Great 
American Songbook collections. 
a. (15) For five points each, give the names ofthe three songs included in the titles to these albums. 
Answers: It Had to be You; As Time Goes By; Stardust 
b. (5) For another five points, what country singer was one of the first to revisit the genre with his 1978 album 
"Stardust"? 

Answer: Willie Nelson 
c. (10) "Stardust" is the most covered song composed by Hoagy Carmichael, but his lone Academy Award came in 
1951 for, FTP, what tune composed with Johnny Mercer and featured in the film "Here Comes the Groom"? 

Answer: "In the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening" 

20. Answer these questions about the key players in the recent Sears-Kmart merger, FTPE. 
a. (10) A major shareholder of both Sears and Kmart through his ESL Investments holding company, this Chairman 
of Kmart was the key broker of the deal. 

Answer: Edward S. Lampert 
b. (10) This man, named Kmart President in October, will also be President of the combined company, Sears 
Holdings. 

Answer: Aylwin Lewis 
c. (10) This man, formerly Chariman and CEO of Sears, will become Vice-Chairman and CEO of Sears Holdings 

Answer: Alan Lacy 

21. On Nov. 6,2004, the career record for passing yards by an NCAA quarterback was eclipsed at Hawaii's Aloha 
Stadium. 
a. (5) First, for 5 points, what Brigham Young quarterback of 1988-1991 held the previous career record of 15,031 
yards? 

Answer: Ty Detmer 
b. (10) FTP, what Warrior quarterback set the new record? 

Answer: Timmy Chang 
c. (5) For 5 points, what Division l-AA quarterback is third in career passing yards, amassing 14,496 on his way to 
a third place finish in Reisman balloting in 1994 

Answer: Steve "Air" McNair 
d. (10) FTP, what quarterback, whose alma mater is an ACC school, is now fourth on that list? 

Answer: Philip Rivers 



..• 22. Okay, so you handled the films from tagline question ... or you had to listen as the other team got the points. Here's 
your chance to identify movies from subtitles and year, five points each, no additional clue. 
a. "Stroke of Genius" (2004) 

Answer: "Bobby,Jones" 
b. "Full Throttle" (2003) 

Answer: "Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle" or "Charlie's Angels 2" 
c. "Trinity" (2004) 

Answer: "Blade: Trinity" or "Blade 3" 
d. "Back in the Habit" (1993) 

Answer: "Sister Act 2" 
e. "Monsters Unleashed" (2004) 

Answer: "Scooby Doo 2" 
f. "The Final Nightmare" (1991) 

Answer: "Freddie's Dead" or "A Nightmare on Elm Street 6" 

23. FfPE, answer these questions about college animal mascots, and we're not talkin' about some student in costume 
as Sammy the UC Santa Cruz Banana Slug, we're talkin' about the real thing, like the Georgia bulldog Uga. 
a. (10) In the 1950s, the bison representing the University of Colorado was named Mr.Chips, but those since, 
including the most recent, donated by Ted Turner, have been given what name? 

Answer: Ralphie 
b. (10) Being the blue-tick coon hound representing the University of Tennessee hasn't been without hazard, 
especially the time one had a 1957 Sugar Bowl confrontation with the Baylor bear. What name have all nine of the Vol 
mascots shared? 

Answer: Smokey 
c. (10) One of the earliest college sports animal mascots, the Naval Academy'S goat has taken the field against Army 
since 1893, when "EI Cid" was brought ashore from the USS New York for that purpose. More than 25 of the mascot 
goats since, including the current one, have shared what name? 

Answer: Bill 

24. FTPE, identify the following regarding titles from the NY Times Bestseller list for hardcover fiction from Nov. 2004. 
a. (10) In the novel Trace, Dr. Joel Marcus now holds the post of Virginia's chief medical examiner, a title once held 
by this Patricia Cornwell heroine. 

Answer: Kay Scarpetta 
b. (10) Nora Roberts is on the list with this title, a reprinting of her 1986 story "Home for Christmas" and her 1994 
story "All I Want for Christmas." 

Answer: The Gift 
c. (10) Published by Wizards ofthe Coast, this R.A. Salvatore work is the final volume ofthe "Hunter's Blades" 
fantasy trilogy. 

Answer: The Two Swords 

25. With the NHL lockout in place, some cities spumed by that league are supporting successful minor league clubs. 
Given a team nickname, identify the former NHL city which is home to that minor league team. 
a. (10) Wolf Pack 

Answer: Hartford 
b. (10) Moose 

Answer: Winnipeg (accept Manitoba which is of course not a city but is part of the Moose team name) 
c. (10) Barons 

Answer: Cleveland 


